Let M be a closed oriented d-dimensionnal manifold and let LM be the space of free loops on M . In this paper, we give a geometrical interpretation of the loop-coproduct and we study it's compatibility with the Serre spectral sequence associated to the fibration ΩM → LM ev (0) → M . Then, we show that the spectral sequence associated to the free loop fibration LN → LX → LM of some Serre fibration N → X → M is a spectral sequence of Frobenius algebra.
Introduction.
Let M be a 1-connected closed oriented d-manifold and let LM be the Hilbert manifold homotopically equivalent to M S 1 the space of free loops of M [1] . We denote by ev(0) (respectively ev(1/2)) the evaluation map at 0 (respectively 1/2).
We put L 1/2 M =: {γ ∈ LM / ev(1/2)(γ) = ev(0)(γ)} and Ω 1/2 M =: {γ ∈ ΩM / ev(1/2) = * } where * denotes the base point of M . Then we have the pull back diagrams:
where ∆ is the diagonnal embedding and i the canonical inclusion of the base point of M . This diagrams define the d-codimensionnal embeddingsj andĩ. We need again the following notations:
LM × M LM = {(α, β) ∈ LM × LM / α(0) = β(0)}.
We have the following commutative pull-back diagram [5] :
where ev ∞ denotes the evaluation at 0:
with α * β = α(2t) if t ∈ [0, 1/2] and β(2t−1) if t ∈ [1/2, 1] the reparametrisation of a couple of same basepoint loops. We remark that γ is an homeomorphism and we have γ
We denote γ ω (resp. γ −1 ω ) the restriction of γ (resp. γ −1 ) to ΩM × ΩM (resp. Ω 1/2 M ). We denote by comp : LM × M LM → LM the composition of free loops and comp ω its restriction to pointed loops. Remark that comp =j • γ for free loops and comp ω =ĩ • γ ω for pointed loops.
Assume that Ik is a fixed ring. The following homology groups are assumed with coefficients in Ik. M.Chas and D.Sullivan have constructed a product
called the loop product such that the desuspended homology of LM namely H * (LM ) =: H * +d (LM ) is a commutative graded algebra. With our notations, P =: comp * •∆ ! .
In [4] , R.Cohen and V.Godin have constructed a coproduct
Sincej : L 1/2 M ֒→ LM is a smooth finite codimensionnal embedding of Hilbert manifolds, we can definej ! : [5] , [6] or [7] for details). Furthermore, considering γ as a 0-codimensionnal smooth embedding, we can also consider
Remark: The coproduct on based loop space comp ω ! is the coproduct defined by Sullivan in [9] . The remaining of this paper consist to to prove the following results: Remark that the loop-coproduct Φ =∆ * •comp ! can be thincked as Poincaré-dual of the loop-product P = comp * •∆ ! . Now, let us consider {E * * , * [ev(0)]} the Serre spectral sequence associated to the fibration ΩM → LM
The spectral sequence {E * * , * [ev(0)]} is comultiplicative and converges to the coalgebra (H * (LM ), Φ). At the E 2 -level, E 2 (Φ) = ∆ * ⊗ comp ω ! . Theorem 2 explain the interest to compute comp ω ! in order to do some computations of Φ. So we have:
The pointed loop-coproduct comp ω ! is zero. Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 proves that the loop-coproduct induced on the Serre spectral sequence associated to the fibration ΩM → LM
→ M vanishes at the E ∞ -level. In [2] , the computation of this loop-coproduct is done for H * (LCP n ; Q), using rationnal homotopy theory. The two autors proves that in this case, the loop-coproduct is non-zero. This indicates that the extension issues in our spectral sequence are not trivial. Now, let N → X p → M be a locally trivial Serre fibration satisfying hypothesis of proposition 1 of [6] namely: a) N , (respectively M ) is a finite dimensional smooth closed oriented manifold of dimension n (respectively m), b) M is a connected space and π 1 (M ) acts trivially on H * (N ). Then, we state the following theorem: Theorem 4.Under the above hypothesis, the loop-coproduct Φ X induces on the Serre spectral sequence associated to the fibration LN → LX Lp → LM a structure of coalgebra with a coproduct of degree 
As a immediate byproduct of theorem 4 and of this theorem B, we get: Corollary.The regraded Serre spectral sequence associated to the fibration LN → LX
Lp

→ LM is a spectral sequence of Frobenius algebra. Moreover the tensor product of graded Frobenius algebras :
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⊗q with p = 2, q = 1 (respectively p = 1, q = 2) that will define a positive boundary TQFT. Here Σ denotes an oriented surface of genus 0 with a fixed parametrization of the p + q boundary components:
Applying the functor M ap(−, M ) on gets the diagram:
Diagram (1) is homotopically equivalent to the diagram
where c denotes a reduced Sullivan chord diagram with marking whitch is associated to Σ [4]- §2. In order to define the loop coproduct we restrict to the case p = 1 and q = 2. Then Σ is the oriented surface of genus 0 with one incomming and two outcoming components of the boundary. The associated Sullivan chord diagram with markings is determined by the pushout diagram * *
→ c is homotopic to the folding map ∇ :
Diagram (2) then reduces to a commutative diagram of fibrations:
Proof of Theorem 1
Geometrically, δ out is the inclusion of composable loops in LM × LM , namely∆. The other map, δ in , can be thought as the inclusion of map(8, M ) in LM . Then this coproduct φ can be understood as follows: the space L 1/2 M is the space of decomposable loops whitch embeds in LM . This embedding is d-codimensionnal so that we can define the shriek map of the embedding. Then, we decompose the loops of the space of decomposable loops.
The top line of the preceding diagram can be decomposed as follows:
Observe that δ in =j • γ = comp then Φ = δ out * • δ in! =∆ * • comp ! . This proves Theorem 1.
Proof of Proposition 1
By definition, h ! is given by the following composition (see [6] ):
where inc * denotes the inclusion of pair, exc is the excision isomorphism, exp is the homeomorphism given by the exponential between the tubular neighbourood of the embedding and it's normal bunddle and π * (τ ∩ −) , where π denotes the projection of the normal bunddle and τ ∈ H * (ν Y , ∂ν Y ) is the Thom class of the embedding, is the Thom isomorphism. In the case we consider, the normal bundle of h is ν Y =: * → Y 
Proof of Theorem 2
For the reader convenience, we recall here the definition of a fiber embeding of [6] and the main result of [6] . Definition We define a fiber embedding (f, f B ) as a commutative diagram
and B ′ are connected Hilbert manifolds without boundary b) f (respectively f B ) is a smooth embedding of finite codimension k X (respectively k B ) c) p and p ′ are locally trivial fibrations d) for some b ∈ B the induced map
is an embedding of finite codimension k F e) embeddings f, f B and f F admits Thom classes .
First part of the main result. Let f : X → X ′ be a fiber embedding as above.
For each n ≥ 0 there exist filtrations 
where H(−) denote the usual system of local coefficients. These spectral sequences are the Serre spectral sequencesof the fibration. We use the description of the loop coproduct Φ given in the proof of Theorem 1. Thus we obtain the following commutative diagram of fibrations, where the central column is the composite ( * ):
We remark that (j, id) is a fiber embedding in the sense of [6] , more precisely: a)LM , L 1/2 M , M are connected Hilbert manifolds without boundary. b)j (resp. id) is a smooth embedding of finite codimension d (resp. 0). c) ev(0) and ev(1/2) are locally trivial fibrations (ev(1/2) is locally trivial since it is homeomorphic to ev ∞ whitch is locally trivial by lemma 3 of [6] ). d)ĩ is an embedding of finite codimension d. e)j, id andĩ admit Thom classes. If we denote τ the Thom class ofj and u : ΩM → LM the canonical embedding, then, the Thom class ofĩ is u * (τ ), [2] .
Then, we apply the main result of [6] to prove thatj ! induces a morphism of spectral sequences:
By naturality of the Serre spectral sequences, γ −1 and∆ induce a morphism of spectral sequences:
and : E * * , * (∆ * ) :
. Then, composing this morphisms, we define a coproduct
induced by Φ. On the base of the fibration ev(0), Φ induces ∆ * . On the fiber, Φ induces comp ω ! such that at the
Proof of Theorem 3
Consider the following pull-back diagram:
where i andĩ are defined in the introduction. From Lemma 3 of [6] , this diagram is a fiber embedding thusĩ ! induces a morphism of Serre spectral sequences : E * (ĩ ! ) : E * * , * (2) → E * * −d, * (1) where E * * , * (1) (resp. E * * , * (2)) denotes the Serre spectral sequence associated to the left fibration of the above diagram (resp. the Serre spectral sequence associated to the right fibration of the above diagram). Moreover,ĩ * induces a morphism of Serre spectral sequences [8] : E * (ĩ * ) : E * * , * (1) → E * * , * (2). We know thatĩ * • γ * = comp * is onto (comp * has a unit). Since γ * is an isomorphism, this proves thatĩ is onto. The spectral sequence E * * , * (1) collapses at the E 2 -level, it has only one column at this level: 
Proof of Theorem 4
Notations. In this section, we use the same notations as in the introduction but we add a subscript to indicate which manifold we refer (for example, Φ X denotes the loop-coproduct on H * (LX)).
First, we need the following lemma: Proof of Theorem 4: we consider the following commutative diagram:
It comes from the Lemma and the main result of [6] thatj X! induces a morphism of spectral sequence of degree −x so that Φ X =∆ X * • h X * • i X! induces a morphism of spectral sequence E 
